
OSMO	Hard	Wax	Oil	Maintenance	

DRY CLEANING 
An oiled wooden floor repels dirt. In contrast to many other types of flooring, it 
does not charge up electro-statically and does not offer breeding grounds for 
microbes and allergens. Dust, lint or animal hair can be removed with a vacuum 
cleaner or broom. Cleaning is even easier with the Osmo Opti-Set. The green 
mop is especially developed for dry cleaning. 

• Quick, quiet and economical: dry cleaning with the Dust-Mop.
• Osmo Opti-Set contains a Mop with a Telescopic Handle, a Dust-Mop, a

Micro-Mop Plush and an Active- Fibre Cloth.



REGULAR DAMP MOPPING 
How often your wooden flooring has to be mopped depends on the amount of 
use. In private households, a weekly cleaning routine is normally enough, in 
restaurants and other high traffic areas you should mop daily. 

• Ideal for the quick and partial cleaning in between.
• As an alternative, use the white Micro-Mop Plush from the Osmo Opti-Set.
• A dash of Osmo Wash and Care in mop water removes everyday dirt and

grime exceptionally, and thanks to the natural oils, it prevents the floor
from drying out. Avoid using aggressive all-purpose cleaners.

• NOTE: Only use a damp - not wet - mop! When required, dry afterwards.

INTENSIVE CLEANING AND REFRESHING 
From time to time, your wooden flooring needs to be refreshed. In private 
households, refreshing is normally need- ed first after months. Osmo Liquid 
Wax Cleaner is ideal for this. That way the protective oil-wax layer is 
regenerated and your floor retains that special shine. In high traffic areas of 
restaurants and shops, Osmo Maintenance Oil should be used. This was 
especially developed for this application. Here regular refreshing can be 
sensible. Cleaning intervals depend on the amount of use. 



• Osmo Liquid Wax Cleaner cleans and regenerates in one step
• Osmo Maintenance Oil regenerates without forming a layer, special for

public spaces
• For white oiled floors: Liquid Wax Cleaner or Maintenance Oil in White

Transparent
• For larger areas, we recommend the floor cleaning machine FloorXcenter.

MAINTAINING AND RE-OILING 
Sometimes life can leave marks, even on optimally maintained wooden flooring. 
No problem. That is why for an oiled wooden floor, the protective surface can be 
renewed at any time, without needing to sand the old finish. This is a huge 
advantage compared to lacquered wooden surfaces. 

• Clean floors thoroughly beforehand.
• Manual application: apply an extremely thin layer of Osmo Polyx®-Oil with

the Floor Brush or with the Osmo Microfibre Roller.
• Machine application: Osmo FloorXcenter for intensive cleaning and for

applying Polyx®-Oils.


